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Disney/Pixar's award-winning Finding Nemo returns to theaters in Disney Digital 3-D on September

2012! Boys and girls ages 3-7 will love this gorgeously illustrated Big Golden Book that retells the

heartwarming story of Marlin the clownfish and his son Nemo.
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Go ahead - Find Nemo! This book is beautiful - the images are so detailed and colorful. Even

though this book is fairly long (probably best for kids in the 3-6 age range), it keeps my 2 year old

daughter's attention remarkably. I mean, really though, she's completely obsessed with Finding

Nemo. If your child is too, this book is a no-brainer! I feel like she'll remember this book for years to

come.

This book is very true to the story, without skipping too much or putting in too much detail. It takes

us about 10-15 mins to read it through (and she wants to read it almost every night). I don't care

much for the angler fish, it creeps ME out, and we usually fast forward that part in the movie

anyway...so I put a happy face sticker over it so it doesn't give her nightmares...or me. But really, it's

a cute book, nice illustrations and she sleeps with it under her pillow now. :)



Our grandson would watch the Finding Nemo movie non-stop if allowed (we don't!) so this book is

an excellent diversion. Story is true to the movie but in abbreviated form. Excellent graphics and a

good book when learning to read.

We are HUGE fans of Disney, and HUGE fans of the big and little golden books. We have several of

the big golden book Disney stories and read them all repeatedly. However, because of the nature of

the story of Finding Nemo, this book is a bit harder to follow and understand.The great thing about

these books is the easy flow and the way they retell the movie stories so thoroughly and accurately.

Because Finding Nemo jumps back and forth, back and forth between Marlin's trek across the

ocean and Nemo's time in the dentist's tank, reading this in book form seems a bit choppy. It's not

as easy to follow and understand as many of the other Big Golden Books we have.I asked my kids,

who love Finding Nemo, what they thought of the book. They said it was 'OK', and they don't really

ask to read it like they do the others. Since this is a kids book, I guess that's the best review!

My daughter loves this book almost as much as the movie! We only allow her a movie on the

weekends and so I searched for books of her favorites to read during the week. This book gets

requested almost every night and she knows it so well, so fills in the words at certain points. A great

book for any little Nemo fan.

What can I say? Its a golden book! We still own my childhood collection of golden books from the

early 80's and they are still in awesome condition. The books are meant to last and this newest

addition to our collection is no exception. Cute book, perfect for my budding reader

This was actually an accidental purchase made by my daughter, when I lent her my iPad and was

signed on to . She loves the movie, and enjoys reading the book together and sharing what's going

to happen next. Highly recommend for Finding Nemo fans!

Not exactly what I expected but the book is true to the original story. The book is very big...and the

picture quality isn't all that good. It's a little blurry...I'm assuming they took the originals and blow it

up too big for the amount of pixels.
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